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Build your exam preparation confidence with this exceptional PMP quick reference study guide.
This supplemental tool is a key weapon in your PMP exam preparation arsenal. The concise
summaries of all of the important concepts are essential to passing the PMP exam.Includes:The
PMBOK Guide FrameworkDescriptions of all 47 processesFull list of the inputs, tools &
techniques, and outputs (ITTOs)Important "must-know" sequencesKey topics such as critical
path method, estimating techniques, and earned valueThe ultimate dump sheetApplication
process and timelineSummary sheets for all 10 knowledge areasExam tips and exam day
experienceThe 7 Deadly Sins of Exam Preparation

About the AuthorFind learning solutions to boost your career, augment your curriculum, improve
your training courses or help you master new skills, from the leader in skills based solutions for
educational institutions, businesses, and professionals - Delmar, a part of Cengage Learning.
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PJ Harris, “Study guide is useful, but tiny! (23 pages). From another review, I knew this study
guide would be slim, but I didn't expect it to be 23 pages! 2 pages show the framework (i.e. the
chart of the 5 Process groups across the top, and the 9 knowledge areas down the side) and all
the processes. (Having attended the Certschool.com class, I already have this chart.) 4 pages
show the 42 processes and their ITTOs (inputs, tools, techniques, and outputs). The next 8
pages include formulas and key terms for Quality, Scheduling, HR, Risk, Communication, and
Procurement. The next 9 pages define each process (1 sentence definitions), listing them within
their knowledge areas, and referencing the page in the PMBOK guide. You need to ask yourself:
Are those 23 pages worth $35 to you? Do you want a succinct overview that is extremely
portable (the booklet is 5x8")? Or, do you already have all this information somewhere else in a
manageable format?”

kelly morrison, “but I felt like this book was worth the effort. I don't normally provide a lot of
feedback on my purchases, but I felt like this book was worth the effort. It is well written, concise
and easy to understand. It gave me an excellent idea of the things that were really crucial to
understand when prepping for the PMP.  Well done!”

TR, “A MUST Have. An extremely great value and quick summaries are very useful pre-test
when you want to do a reminder of the basics. Obviously, not a single source study guide to pass
the test, but use it!”

Fred, “She liked it and said it was helpful. They took the time to 2 day ship it so my wife could
have the book the weekend before the test. She liked it and said it was helpful. She also passed
on the first try!!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Study tool. Great book to help you study for the exam. References
key points in a quick to read/digest format.  i especially like the suggested 'dump sheet'”

Ebook Library Reader, “and exam tips that are sure to give you a better exam experience.
Reviewing the PMP Pocket Guide by Belinda Fremouw is in my opinion, the most effective way
to focus your efforts on the most the critical concepts you must know to become PMP certified.
Unlike other pocket guides, this 50-page guide reflects an effective instructional design
approach. It is well written and organized, and boils down the essentials for passing the PMP on
your first attempt: the framework; knowledge areas; process groups; common inputs, tools/
techniques, and outputs (ITTOS), and exam tips that are sure to give you a better exam
experience. The formulas, on pg. 22, and “Dump” sheet, on pg. 23, are presented in a way that is
easy to confine to memory. Eradicate from your brain any fears about the math problems –
Belinda’s PMP Pocket Guide has you covered! Before you register for the PMP, use this guide in



combination with the PMBOK to ensure that you have a solid foundation. Belinda's guide has
direct cross-references between the process groups and the page numbers on the PMBOK,
allowing you to go directly to the section that you need to review. This guide will increase your
confidence level and help you focus only on what you need to know. Diana Sherlock, RN, BSN,
MBA, PMP”

Michael Pipich, “A Valuable Tool Worth Purchasing. The PMP pocket guide is a great study tool
which helps you focus on the critical information and concepts that are included in the PMP
exam. This is especially important due to the enormous amount of information included in the
PMBOK. There is a lot of memorization, study and prep work required to pass the PMP exam
and this quick reference guide helps to ensure we don't overlook key concepts. I also took the
boot camp prep course from Belinda Fremouw. She has a very good understanding of PMP
concepts and was able to teach in a very organized way. My goal was to pass the test the first
time and I did!  Thanks to Belinda and her amazing gift of teaching!”
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